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Automatic facial expression recognition (FER) has a lot of potential applications. However, even if it can be beneficial for some areas,
e.g. security and healthcare, several legal and ethical challenges arise. In this article, we first present such challenges related to the
deployment of FER. Then, we introduce the conduct of a focus group which allowed to highlight interesting points regarding the
use of FER in a medical context. Particularly, transparency, data management, diagnoses, liability, best endeavours obligation, and
non-discrimination principle are debated. We finally discuss on our study’s limitations and directions for future work.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Emotions play a key role in communication, as such that the quality of social interactions depend on how well we can
identify others’ [14]. To deduce peers feelings, we usually listen to what they actually say. Yet, voice tone, gestures, and
facial expressions are the characteristics we analyse [18]. These features have consequently been studied in various
domains, including computer science with the advent of affective computing [9].

Facial expression recognition (FER), the most studied modality of non-verbal expression of emotions, can be used
in many areas including marketing, education, and security [6]. However, beyond cameras’ potential intrusiveness,
several works have shown that individuals see more drawbacks than benefits – from creating dependency to technology,
to political manipulation [19]. As far as Europe is concerned, entities responsible for interpreting the general data
protection regulation (GDPR) issued an opinion regarding uses of artificial intelligence (AI) linked to emotions [2].
They indeed called for a "ban on any use of AI systems designed to infer the emotions of a physical person". If some
exceptions seem possible, especially "in medical fields where the recognition of emotions is important", they must be
"subject to appropriate safeguards". The Council of Europe also acknowledged that "linking recognition of affect, for
instance to the hiring of staff, or access to insurance or education, may pose risks of great concern, both at individual
and society levels, and should be prohibited" [1].
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This article aims to provide insights into ethical and legal issues raised by automatic FER. General ethical and legal
challenges linked to its deployment are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents an exploratory experiment carried
out to better understand issues related to FER in the medical field, from the perspective of potential patients. Finally,
Section 4 discusses limitations of our experiment and suggests future work.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Ethical challenges

FER systems require access to external states but are a gateway to inner experiences. They consequently provide access
to qualia, i.e. "experiential properties of sensations, feelings, perceptions, thoughts and desires" [8]. Furthermore, FER
systems, presenting beneficial aspects for health and safety, may also create new risks. For example, devices placed into
cars to alert drivers for fatigue could reduce alertness; they could rely on technology and decrease their focus [13]. In
an interview with candidates with similar skills but different emotional channelling, the job could be denied to someone
unable to hide anxiety. Knowledge of ”vulnerable" consumers’ emotions could enable brands to serve their interests.
They might shape buyers’ behaviour to make them pay for goods [? ]. Potential risks concerns are for individuals
and society; systems designed to target suspicious expressions in a crowd could lead to attribute negative emotions
to people without bad intention [19]. Human and financial resources, like security officers or medical aids, could be
unnecessarily mobilised, with financial consequences [19]. Another worry is linked to the likely manipulation of public
opinion and human behaviour, as political opinions could be reached by detecting emotions on social networks [5].

Malicious uses of FER could violate fundamental rights and freedoms. Manipulating political intentions could infringe
on the right to vote freely [19]. Individuals monitored in the workplace, or online, could suffer from privacy invasion [?
]. To avoid FER restricting freedoms and individual development, prior collection of consent and respect of control
possibilities are essential, but are they sufficient [10]? Nowadays, extensive regulations regarding consent collection
apply, but terms and conditions can be misleading [? ]. A study reported criticism of Facebook’s manipulation of
emotional data [15]. Projecting this to FER would make users concerned, as emotions are intimate and sensitive [? ].
After consent being obtained, misuses of personal data can still be feared. Using FER in public spaces could be even
more undesirable and invasive [23]. In addition, transparency and public debate are major topics [12], which seem
crucial as cameras ubiquitous presence lead to uncertainties about data capture and use [24]. Definitions of ”good" and
”bad" FER uses should also be collectively debated [10].

2.2 Legal challenges

Collection and use of personal data fall under the GDPR scope in Europe. A new regulation is currently under discussion,
considering FER as a "low-risk practice with transparency obligation".

For the moment, FER is therefore not precisely regulated, but subject to GDPR statements on legality, user infor-
mation, right of objection, minimisation principle, etc. The technology deployment is also lead by guidelines of the
Council of Europe, stating "private companies should not be allowed to use this technique in uncontrolled, freely
accessible environments". Such guidelines make some uses presented earlier impossible. Moreover, the use of FER by
law enforcement agencies is deemed "acceptable only if strictly necessary and proportionate to prevent imminent and
substantial threats to public security". Finally, the idea is to ban FER for the purpose of "emotional recognition" and for
identifying "personality traits, inner feelings, mental health or commitment of employees".
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Even uses looking beneficial at first sight present potentially negative downsides, which the ban wants to avoid. Yet,
mental health applications are different as they could actively contribute to social justice [19]. Abstaining from FER in
the health field could even infringe the European Social Charter: ”everyone has the right to benefit from all measures
enabling them to enjoy the highest attainable standard of health" [4]. In France, the Public Health Code also claims
"no person may be discriminated against in access to prevention or care" [3]. Indeed, alexithmic people (unable to feel
emotions) would not be guaranteed equal treatment. Reconciling equality and access to FER as new form of care with
respect of important legal principles could be a major challenge.

3 EXPLORATORY STUDY

Focus groups, an exploratory research method, facilitate the study of topics not clearly understood or accepted [25].
Amongst the main techniques to conduct focus groups, we used questioning, as it allows to observe individuals’
perspective on a well-determined topic [21]. Questions were carefully written beforehand to identify issues that would
not have been thought of, without influencing answers.

A group of homogeneous participants was selected [20], composed of ten French students (7 W, 3 M) aged 21 to 47.
They are taught AI as well as acceptability of new technologies. Their knowledge of the medical sector was varied;
some worked in this domain, some were former medical or psychology students.

Eleven questions were defined prior to the experiment, including general (e.g., ”What do you think about FER?",
”What would be possible contexts for its use?"), and specific questions (”What would be your conditions for allowing
doctors to use FER on you or your children?", ”What do you think about using FER to detect neurodevelopmental
disorders or neurodegenerative diseases?"), not communicated in advance.

Before the start, participants were given an information sheet and had to give informed consent. The experiment
took place in a room specifically designed for focus groups, with an oval table for twelve people, and visual and acoustic
insulation. The focus group lasted 110 minutes. The entire session was recorded.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Algorithmic transparency and information

The algorithmic transparency issue was often raised by participants. One subject declared: ”I would feel vulnerable
if my doctor asked me to automatically recognise my emotions.". The possibility of medical errors - addressed later -
accentuates the need to be explicit about risks involved. Participants acknowledged that ”there is no such thing as zero
risk" and pointed out ”bugs can happen".

Informing about possible errors therefore seems essential. However, this is not enough for some participants. One said:
”I would trust my doctor more than emotion recognition tools. I do not know how algorithms work.". Another added:
”They are not transparent.". While some participants felt the algorithms’ complexity is such that they are impossible to
understand, others mentioned the doctor’s importance; health professionals using FER should be able to summarise
how it works. One participant explained that this need to understand functioning would be temporary until accepted.
They added: ”The term ’AI’ scares us.".

Fear can be reflected in the need for transparency regarding data collected: ”Not knowing what is collected nor
what is done with our data is intrusive.". The first aspect was described as the ”main problem" by a participant. They
would like to have ”direct feedback in real time" to see which parts of the face are captured, and understand how
expressions are interpreted. This would be reassuring, allowing to be ”aware of what is collected". However, this does
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not seem essential to other participants, for whom the minimum requirement is to know ”exactly what data is collected".
Regarding image processing, participants recognised the need to be ”transparent about data" and ”purpose" of their
capture. We mentioned that certain diseases could be identified using FER; one participant said: ”I want diagnosis to
stay confidential and. If I have Alzheimer’s, I do not want my data to be handed over.".

4.2 Data management

If transparent about risks, functioning, and purposes of data collected, most participants agreed to be subject to FER.
However, some declared that obtaining their consent is not sufficient; they mentioned that data belonged to them and
are ”private rights". The fact that data analysed is a reflection of emotions at a given moment should not be ignored; a
psychiatrist could be interested in the evolution of a patient’s emotions over time, which requires safe storage.

For one participant, patients should control their emotional data. Another agreed and raised the possibility of using
FER regularly to have an emotional dataset that could be given to health professionals. This raises two questions
concerning FER in the medical field. First, should the image and associated emotion be considered differently? Second,
do they represent medical data? Answering these questions would help decide whether it is ethical to treat emotional
data as health data, and make them subject to medical secrecy. Making patients owners of their facial data seems difficult,
as ”the image of a person is personal data", yet ”there is no law that establishes the notion of data ownership" [7].

4.3 Diagnoses establishment

Participants observed that FER systems could be divided into two categories. Doctors would use ”Passive" systems to
obtain a report of patients’ emotions. This way, FER would be a tool to identify emotions, and health professionals in
charge of analysing them. ”Active" ones would be augmented with decision making for diagnosis.

Regarding passive systems, participants agreed to say that they could be beneficial, as long as used with full awareness
of potential errors by doctors. However, opinions were divided about active tools. One participant shared doubts about
whether medical experts would need such systems to make a diagnosis; doctors should not depend on FER systems.
Another participant agreed: ”This technology should only be a support.".

It is therefore necessary to reflect with a global perspective: ”individual risk is never acceptable, but, if there is
a collective gain, it is perhaps better". Participants suggested a context where one would evaluate levels of pain in
an accident. FER could help prioritise the order of care; time saved by task automation could be worth few errors in
emotion detection. According to participants, depending on the severity of error consequences, using an active system
may be more valuable than a passive one. A participant added that a doctor may not have ”seen enough cases to analyse
emotional data, while AI is trained with many examples".

4.4 Medical errors liability

Thinking about trusting a FER algorithm to make decisions, participants raised the issue of liability in case of medical
errors. In the case of a damaging event, it is necessary to identify to whom fault is attributable. One respondent explained
that a doctor who caused a medical error is bound to assume full accountability. However, another one stated that if the
doctor uses a tool that could be source of error, ”it can inevitably involve a risk of misdiagnosis". Medical malpractice can
be defined as ”any act, emanating from the caregiver, which resulting in an abnormal damage regarding the predictable
evolution of the patient’s health condition". Liability for injury would thus lie with the doctor.
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Two other entities were suggested as potential responsible for medical malpractice committed through FER. In
the case of doctors employed by a hospital, the employer could be implicated. If a FER system leads a victim to seek
compensation, the company that conceived the system could be held responsible.

4.5 Best endeavours obligation

The World Health Organisation stated ”The enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is a fundamental
right of every human being" [22]. As discussed above, there may be situations where benefits of using FER in medical
settings outweigh risks. We asked participants whether they thought not using it because of possible errors would
violate this fundamental principle.

One participant declared: "It is like failing to assist a person in danger.". Another one added: ”Considering virtue
ethics, we must save the most people, even if there is a risk.". A third one said: ”There are different ethical movements:
deontological and consequentialist ethics. One cannot say it is unethical not using a technology, as the fact that it could
kill people would make one rather choose not to use it.".

Here, participants first gave their opinion saying not using a technology would be malpractice. A nuance was added,
specifying that the ethical theory to be adopted is left to the practitioner, who weighs up benefits and risks. A doctor is
free to decide on their actions and they must consider advantages, disadvantages, and consequences of the possible
choices. However, health professionals are subject to a best endeavours obligation; not using the assistance of a passive
FER tool could be a malpractice. Without completely relying on its results, a physician should at least try to use it to
diagnose an emotional state. Stakes are therefore two-fold, as they must fulfil their best endeavours obligation while
taking responsibility for their choice in the case of an error. This problem could be summarised as: how to provide
patients with the care they need using this technology without exposing doctors to sanctions?

Having identified this paradox, and to help doctors cope with such pressure, participants recommended to ensure
that tools should be as reliable as possible before being deployed. Another participant suggested that their should be
”different algorithms that do the same thing, but trained differently and challenge each other". To limit the biases of FER
systems, comparing their results would be an interesting solution [17].

4.6 Non-discrimination principle

The last theme discussed was the non-discrimination challenge; ”No person may be discriminated against in access
to prevention or care.". However, the lack of representativeness of the data used to train FER systems is source of
inequalities [26]. We asked participants: ”Do you think it would be fair to use FER in a medical context when some
people could not benefit from it?".

Some participants mentioned that FER algorithms working well for only a portion of the population should be used.
Their justification is based on the extract of the WHO constitution previously quoted. However, they raised a condition:
”Biases should actually be corrected so that others are not neglected.".

Yet one participant said that, before deploying FER in the medical field, ”We should wait until biases are corrected;
otherwise, it would reinforce societal imbalances.". They added: ”We could have built this technology in a much more
inclusive way and it would not necessarily have slowed down development.", and that it is necessary to work harder
”on sampling, to have a model that is good for training". Non-discrimination is therefore a major issue in the use of FER
in the medical field, which is why continuous improvement in its performance and inclusiveness is essential.
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5 DISCUSSION

While our results presentation intended to be exhaustive, we acknowledge significant limitations to our work. Individuals
selected are not representative of the population and, even though questions were written to be as neutral as possible,
they may have guided respondents.

Nevertheless, results reveal interesting preliminary elements. First, there is a clear convergence between issues raised
by the ethical literature and our focus group. For instance, algorithmic transparency is one of the main concerns linked to
AI in ethical literature [16]. Liability, or non-discrimination principle, is also very present both in the literature and focus
group. Second, despite apparent convergence, differences appear. Participants closely linked the need for transparency
and for patients to be informed, while literature more clearly distinguishes transparency principle - requiring that any
information or communication related to the processing of personal data is easily accessible and understandable - and
of patient information - requiring knowing that AI is used in the medical process. Another interesting point is the
distinction between "passive" and "active" FER tools, which overlaps the difference between automatic decision making
and decision support tool in the literature. Third, unexpected questions or fears appeared during the focus group, like
the idea to "feel vulnerable" when physicians use FER. Finally, the use of FER in a medical context leads to consider
how to articulate patients rights (i.e., quality care, access to care without discrimination) and personal data rights (i.e.,
minimise data collection, limit potential misuses).

We therefore suggest extending the analysis beyond this specific group and beyond patients, by looking at opinions
of legal experts, ethics specialists, and health professionals. Broadening the research focus of our work could allow
some identified themes to be explored in greater depth, and new ones to emerge.
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